Oxophilicity Drives Oxygen Transfer at a Palladium–Silver Interface for Increased CO Oxidation Activity
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ABSTRACT: A single-layer AgOx phase grown on Ag(111) efficiently transfers oxygen to Pd domains at room temperature, rendering the Pd-decorated surface highly reactive toward CO oxidation. Oxygen transfer from AgOx to Pd and the surface reactivity toward CO were investigated as a function of the Pd coverage using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, surface infrared spectroscopy of adsorbed CO, temperature-programmed reaction spectroscopy, and density functional theory (DFT) calculations. Our results show that all of the oxygen from the AgOx layer (∼0.375 monolayer) migrates to the surface of Pd during formation of a nearly complete Pd bilayer at 300 K and that the oxygen coverages generated on Pd increase as the Pd cluster size decreases, reaching values that exceed the oxygen concentration in the AgOx layer by as much as a factor of 2. Experimental measurements and DFT calculations show that preferential binding of oxygen on the edges of the Pd clusters enhances the oxygen coverage on Pd clusters of decreasing size and produces a heterogeneous spatial distribution of oxygen. CO adsorbs in high coverages at 100 K by binding on both the terraces and O-rich edges of the Pd clusters. During subsequent heating, oxidation of the adsorbed CO consumes nearly all of the oxygen that transferred from AgOx to the Pd domains; in contrast, the pure AgOx layer exhibits limited reactivity toward CO adsorbed at 100 K. These results demonstrate that differences in oxophilicity drive facile oxygen transfer from Ag to the edges of Pd nanoclusters and thereby give rise to an efficient pathway for CO oxidation on bimetallic PdAg surfaces. The cooperation between the Pd and Ag domains results in near-interfacial chemistry that may be broadly important in catalysis by bimetallic alloys.
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INTRODUCTION

When used as catalysts for oxidation chemistry, alloys of Pd with Ag (or other coinage metals) can form oxides with relatively low thermodynamic stability, indicating that transitions between the metal and oxide phases can readily occur, even at relatively mild catalysis conditions. In these transitions, transport of oxygen or other species between the various coexisting surface phases can significantly influence the kinetics of heterogeneous catalytic reactions, especially because both Pd and Ag oxides can actively promote catalytic chemistry. Palladium oxide (PdO) is highly active in promoting the dehydrogenation and oxidation of alkanes and other organic species,1 while O-covered Ag readily promotes complete oxidation reactions as well as partial oxidative transformations of organic species to value-added oxygenates,2−5 owing to the mobility of O on Ag and electron transfer between O and Ag, leading to a nucleophilic O.6 The possibility of achieving low-temperature alkane activation on PdO, followed by partial alkyl oxidation on a coexisting Ag phase, provides motivation for exploring PdAg catalysts for potential applications in selective alkane oxidation. In such applications, the exchange of oxygen between the coexisting Pd and Ag phases and the spatial arrangement of adsorbates on these domains may play a central role in determining the catalytic performance and is thus important to understand.

Oxygen atoms are highly mobile during oxidation chemistry on PdO(101) and AgOx surfaces at mild temperatures. For example, subsurface O-atoms efficiently heal surface O-vacancies created on PdO(101) during CO oxidation and also readily migrate to metallic Pd domains that are generated after more extensive PdO reduction by CO at temperatures...
between ~400 and 500 K.7−10 Also, CO oxidation on an oxidized Ag(111) surface occurs by a similar autocatalytic mechanism wherein the AgO2 phase supplies oxygen to metallic areas that promote CO oxidation at 300 K.9 These prior studies establish that O-atoms in Pd and Ag oxides migrate rapidly in response to gradients in oxygen chemical potential at moderate temperatures and act to sustain the catalytic oxidation processes that created such gradients.

Oxygen exchange between coexisting Pd and Ag phases may also play an important role in mediating oxidation chemistry on PdAg bimetallic catalysts under oxidizing conditions. Indeed, prior investigations demonstrate that the reduction of oxidized Pd/Ag(111) by H2 is mediated by H and possibly O transfer between the coexisting Pd and Ag phases.11,12 A recent study also shows that a single-layer AgOx structure on Ag(111) efficiently transfers oxygen to Pd during deposition at 300 K,13 suggesting the possibility that oxygen migration from Ag to Pd provides a pathway for oxygen to participate in catalytic oxidation reactions on PdAg bimetallic surfaces. Overall, the fundamental understanding of oxygen-exchange processes in PdAg bimetallics and their influence on surface reactivity is generally lacking, due in large part to challenges in preparing well-defined oxide structures on PdAg surfaces for controlled investigations.

In the present study, we investigated oxygen transfer from AgOx to Pd and the CO oxidation activity of surfaces prepared by depositing Pd on a well-ordered single-layer AgOx/Ag(111) surface. A key aim of this work is to investigate how the Pd cluster size influences the oxygen-transfer process and the subsequent surface reactivity. Our results demonstrate that differences in oxophilicity promote facile O transfer from AgOx to Pd and efficient oxidation of adsorbed CO. Significantly more efficient oxygen transfer and higher CO oxidation activity (per Pd) are identified for Pd bilayer clusters of decreasing size and are shown to originate from optimal accessibility to oxygen from the surrounding AgOx as well as enhanced stabilization of oxygen at edge sites of the Pd clusters.

## EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Temperature-programmed reaction spectroscopy (TPRS) and reflection—absorption infrared spectroscopy (RAIRS) measurements were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) system that has been described previously.8 The UHV chamber is equipped with a scanning tunneling microscope (RHK), a four-grid retarding field analyzer (SPECS) for low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) (Hiden) used for TPD and TPRS experiments, a Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy system for RAIRS measurements, an ion sputter gun, and an electron beam metal evaporator (McAllister Technical Services) for vapor deposition of Pd. A single-stage differentially pumped chamber14 is also attached to the main UHV chamber, which houses an inductively coupled RF plasma source that is used to generate atomic oxygen beams. Details of the sample support structure and cleaning methods are given in Section 1 of the Supporting Information and have been reported previously.13

A single-layer AgOx film containing 0.38 ML (monolayer) of oxygen was grown by exposing the Ag(111) surface to O2 by depositing Pd on a well-ordered single-layer AgOx/Ag(111) surface exhibits a sharp peak at 570 K (Figure S1). As shown previously,13 the oxidation procedure employed produces a well-ordered AgOx single layer composed of three crystalline structures with distinct long-range arrangements but similar local structural motifs; the models of these crystal structures are shown in Figure S2. Each structure has an oxygen density between 0.375 and 0.40 ML, where 1 ML is equal to the surface atom density of Ag(111). Films of varying Pd thickness were grown on the AgOx/Ag(111) surface at 300 K by vapor depositing Pd (Alfa Aesar, 99.9%) using an electron beam evaporator. The Pd coverage was calibrated by collecting the AES spectra as a function of Pd exposure to clean Ag(111) at 300 K and relating the attenuation of the Ag MNN peak at 351 eV to the thickness of the Pd layer, assuming an inelastic mean free path (IMFP) of the Auger electrons through Pd of 7.05 Å as estimated by the Gries equation.15 Covantages of Pd are reported in units of ML by dividing the thickness estimated from the AES measurements with the monatomic step height on Pd(111) of 2.2 Å. The average Pd deposition rate was 0.075 ML/min for our measurements.

After depositing Pd on the single-layer AgOx film, the sample was cooled to 100 K and saturated with CO using background dosing for 15 min at a CO partial pressure of 5 × 10−9 Torr, which corresponds to a CO exposure of 4.5 Langmuir (L). TPRS and CO RAIRS measurements show that CO saturation coverages are obtained on the clean and Pd-covered AgOx surfaces at 100 K for CO exposures above about 3 L. TPRS measurements were performed with the sample positioned ~5 mm from the entrance aperture to the QMS, and the partial pressures of CO, O2, and CO2 (m/z = 28, 32, and 44) were monitored while heating at a constant rate of 1 K/s until the sample temperature reached 800 K. Fragmentation of CO2 in the QMS produces a 28 amu signal that is only about 10% of the 44 amu signal and is taken into account in our quantitative analysis. The CO2 TPD yields obtained from Pd–AgOx/Ag(111) surfaces were calibrated by assuming that growth of the pure, single-layer AgOx/Ag(111) structure at 500 K saturates at an oxygen coverage of 0.38 ML.16−18 An optimal scaling factor for converting integrated CO2 TPRS spectra to units of ML of CO2 was determined by assuming that all of the initial 0.38 ML of oxygen desorbs from the surface as either O2 or CO2 during TPRS at Pd coverages below 2 ML. Last, CO TPRS yields were computed using the CO2 scaling factor divided by 1.3, where the proportionality between the CO and CO2 TPRS scaling factors was determined in recent experiments performed in our apparatus.19

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) measurements were performed at a sample temperature of ~300 K, and the tunneling interaction was set to the constant current feedback mode. Images were collected at typical scan settings in the range of +0.2 to +0.5 V sample bias and a tunneling current of 0.5−1.2 nA. RAIRS measurements were performed at a sample temperature of 100 K, and a nonpolarized IR beam was reflected from the sample at an incident angle of ~80° from the surface normal. All of the reported RAIRS spectra are an average of 512 scans and were collected at a 4 cm−1 resolution.

## COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Periodic plane wave density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed using the Vienna Ab Initio simulation package (VASP)20−23 as implemented in the Computational Catalysis Interface (CCI).24 Plane waves were constructed using projector augmented wave potentials.
with an energy cutoff of 396 eV.\textsuperscript{25,26} The revised Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof form of the generalized gradient approximation was used to describe the exchange and correlation energies.\textsuperscript{27–29} Wave functions were converged until the electronic energies varied less than 10^{-6} eV. Forces on all atoms were determined using a fast Fourier transform grid with a cutoff equal to twice the plane wave cutoff and structures were geometrically optimized until the forces on all atoms were less than 0.05 eV Å^{-1}.

Prior work\textsuperscript{13,16–18,30,31} has shown that single-layer AgO films on the Ag(111) surface can have three different structures with a stoichiometry close to Ag\textsubscript{2}O: hexagonal \( p(4 \times 4) \) structure (Figure 1a), rectangular \( c(3 \times 5\sqrt{3}) \) structure, and rectangular \( p(4 \times 5\sqrt{3}) \) structure as shown in Figure S2. These models were constructed with four-layer thick Ag(111) slabs. The conformal Pd bilayer (Figure 1b) was modeled by a \( 4 \times 4 \) Ag(111) surface with four layers orthogonal to the surface, the \( p(4 \times 4) \) Ag\textsubscript{2}O structure, and then two layers of Pd above that with 20 Å of vacuum separating slabs. The lattice parameter for the \( 4 \times 4 \) Ag(111) surface is 11.553 Å compared to 11.005 Å for \( 4 \times 4 \) Pd(111), resulting in a lattice mismatch of \( \sim 5\% \). Previous studies have shown that the lattice strain can modify the electronic properties of metal surfaces.\textsuperscript{32} However, here, we also used a Pd cluster model (described next) where Pd clusters and Ag\textsubscript{2}O surface are completely unconstrained, eliminating any unnatural strains. Similar conclusions were obtained from both models, suggesting that the effects of the lattice mismatch in the conformal Pd bilayer model used here are minimal. For the bilayer Pd clusters, a \( 2 \times 1 \) super cell of the \( p(4 \times 5\sqrt{3}) \) structure was used above four layers of rectangular \( 8 \times 10 \) Ag(111) surface (23 \( \times \) 25 Å) with 15 Å of vacuum. A bilayer hemispherical Pd\textsubscript{5}p\_surf \((1.38 \text{ nm in diameter})\) particle, which predominantly exposes a Pd(111) surface and is truncated by alternating (111) and (100) facets, was then placed on top of the Ag\textsubscript{2}O layer (Figure 1c,d). The bottom two Ag(111) layers were fixed in their bulk positions in both models and all other atoms were relaxed during geometric convergence.

A \( 3 \times 3 \times 1 \) Monkhorst–Pack sampling of the first Brillouin zone (\( k \)-point mesh)\textsuperscript{33,34} was used during the geometric convergence for the conformal Pd bilayer model and a \( 1 \times 1 \times 1 \) \( k \)-point mesh was used for the bilayer Pd cluster model. After geometric convergence, single-point calculations with \( 6 \times 6 \times 1 \) and \( 2 \times 2 \times 1 \) \( k \)-point meshes for the conformal and cluster models, respectively, were performed to determine the electronic energy. Frequency calculations were performed to determine the C–O stretch frequency using the harmonic oscillator approximation; all atoms except the adsorbed CO were constrained during these calculations.

## RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

### Morphology and Auto-Oxidation of Pd Deposited on Ag\textsubscript{2}O/Ag(111)

Knowledge of the growth, morphology, auto-oxidation, and fractional coverage of Pd deposited onto Ag\textsubscript{2}O/Ag(111) is required for interpreting the CO adsorption and oxidation behavior on the Pd–Ag\textsubscript{2}O/Ag(111) surfaces, with Ag\textsubscript{2}O containing 0.38 ML O. For relatively low amounts of deposited Pd, uniformly dispersed Pd clusters (\( \sim 2.5 \sim 3 \text{ nm} \)) form across the Ag\textsubscript{2}O surface (Figure 2a), whereas a well-connected bilayer Pd film forms at higher Pd loading (Figure 2b).\textsuperscript{13} Approximately 10% of the higher coverage structure consists of domains that are three layers high (Figure 2b, bright spots).

STM images demonstrate a transition from single to bilayer Pd cluster growth as the Pd coverage is increased above \( \sim 0.15 \text{ ML} \) as well as the dominance of bilayer growth between \( \sim 0.3 \) and 2 ML.\textsuperscript{13} As reported previously, quantitative analysis of STM images shows that the fraction of the surface covered by Pd increases in approximately 1:1 proportion with increasing Pd coverage to 0.15 ML but increases in about 1:2 proportion with increasing Pd coverage from 0.3 to 1.8 ML.\textsuperscript{13} To illustrate this relationship, Table 1 lists the total Pd coverage (ML), the fraction of the surface covered by Pd, and the average diameters of the Pd domains (determined previously from STM) for each of the surfaces studied here.\textsuperscript{13} Hereafter, the

---

**Figure 1.** (a) Top view of Ag\textsubscript{2}O–\( p(4 \times 4) \)-Ag(111) without Pd, (b) \( 4 \times 4 \) bilayer Pd overlayer on Ag\textsubscript{2}O–\( p(4 \times 4) \)-Ag(111), and (c,d) top and side views of the bilayer Pd\textsubscript{46} \((4 \times 4 \text{ bilayer Pd overlayer on Ag}\textsubscript{2}O\) structure, and then placed on top of the Ag\textsubscript{2}O layer (Figure 1c,d). The

**Figure 2.** STM images (150 \( \times \) 150 nm) obtained after depositing Pd on the single-layer Ag\textsubscript{2}O/Ag(111) surface at 300 K to generate Pd coverages of (a) 0.30 ML (444 m\textsuperscript{2}V, 0.83 nA) and (b) 1.8 ML (241 m\textsuperscript{2}V, 0.69 nA). In image (a), the small, bright features (arrows) correspond to bilayer Pd clusters that are dispersed on top of the Ag\textsubscript{2}O layer. A well-connected Pd bilayer is the dominant structure in image (b) and the bright features on each terrace correspond to a minority amount of Pd trilayer domains. Three monatomic step edges of the Ag(111) surface are evident in both images.
of the O 1s peak from the AgO obtained before and after Pd deposition onto the AgO shows that the surface O coverage on Pd single-layer clusters has migrated to Pd (Figure 3, black). The analysis further demonstrates that the total amount of oxygen transferred to Pd increases as the Pd coverage is increased to 2 ML, at which point the Pd bilayer nearly completely covers the coverage of the AgO layer (see Table 1).13 In this case, even though ~13% of the surface is covered by Pd, oxygen transfer to the Pd completely reduces the equivalent of 25% of the AgO layer (~0.38 ML). The total amount of oxygen transferred (ML) was estimated from an analysis (section S5) of XPS Pd 3d and O 1s spectra reported previously. The oxygen coverage on the Pd clusters was then estimated by dividing the total amount of O transferred by the surface coverage of Pd, where the latter was estimated from STM images reported previously (e.g., Table 1).13 Single-layer Pd clusters form at total Pd coverages below ~0.15 ML, and bilayer clusters become dominant at higher Pd coverages, until a conformal bilayer is completed at a total Pd coverage of ~2 ML. The Pd surface coverage is approximately equal to 100 and 50% of the total Pd coverage for single and bilayer clusters (Table 1), respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pd (ML)</th>
<th>0.15</th>
<th>0.30</th>
<th>0.45</th>
<th>0.90</th>
<th>1.35</th>
<th>1.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pd (ML-surfPd)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D_{av} (nm)</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The surface Pd coverages and average diameters were determined from statistical analysis of STM images as reported previously.13 The total Pd amount of oxygen depletion from the AgO interface. Units of ML and ML-surfPd are both scaled to the surface atom density of the Ag(111) surface.

Figure 3. Total amount of oxygen (black) transferred from the AgO layer to Pd and the resulting surface coverage of oxygen on Pd (red) as a function of the total Pd coverage (ML) deposited onto AgO at 300 K. The dashed line represents the initial oxygen coverage in the AgO layer (~0.38 ML). The total amount of oxygen transferred (ML) was estimated from an analysis (section S5) of XPS Pd 3d and O 1s spectra reported previously. The oxygen coverage on the Pd clusters was then estimated by dividing the total amount of O transferred by the surface coverage of Pd, where the latter was estimated from STM images reported previously (e.g., Table 1).13 Single-layer Pd clusters form at total Pd coverages below ~0.15 ML, and bilayer clusters become dominant at higher Pd coverages, until a conformal bilayer is completed at a total Pd coverage of ~2 ML. The Pd surface coverage is approximately equal to 100 and 50% of the total Pd coverage for single and bilayer clusters (Table 1), respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pd coverage (ML)</th>
<th>0.15</th>
<th>0.25</th>
<th>0.36</th>
<th>0.66</th>
<th>0.99</th>
<th>2.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total O transferred (ML)</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O coverage on Pd</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Total Coverage of Pd (ML) Deposited on the AgO/Ag(111) Surface, Surface Coverage of Pd (ML-surfPd), and the Average Diameters of Pd Domains for Surfaces Investigated in This Work. The XPS analysis shows that the total amount of oxygen transferred to Pd increases as the Pd coverage is increased to 2 ML, at which point the Pd bilayer nearly completely covers the AgO layer (~0.38 ML). The total amount of oxygen transferred was estimated from an analysis (section S5) of XPS Pd 3d and O 1s spectra reported previously. The oxygen coverage on the Pd clusters was then estimated by dividing the total amount of O transferred by the surface coverage of Pd, where the latter was estimated from STM images reported previously (e.g., Table 1).13 Single-layer Pd clusters form at total Pd coverages below ~0.15 ML, and bilayer clusters become dominant at higher Pd coverages, until a conformal bilayer is completed at a total Pd coverage of ~2 ML. The Pd surface coverage is approximately equal to 100 and 50% of the total Pd coverage for single and bilayer clusters (Table 1), respectively.
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Figure 3. Total amount of oxygen (black) transferred from the AgO layer to Pd and the resulting surface coverage of oxygen on Pd (red) as a function of the total Pd coverage (ML) deposited onto AgO at 300 K. The dashed line represents the initial oxygen coverage in the AgO layer (~0.38 ML). The total amount of oxygen transferred (ML) was estimated from an analysis (section S5) of XPS Pd 3d and O 1s spectra reported previously. The oxygen coverage on the Pd clusters was then estimated by dividing the total amount of O transferred by the surface coverage of Pd, where the latter was estimated from STM images reported previously (e.g., Table 1).13 Single-layer Pd clusters form at total Pd coverages below ~0.15 ML, and bilayer clusters become dominant at higher Pd coverages, until a conformal bilayer is completed at a total Pd coverage of ~2 ML. The Pd surface coverage is approximately equal to 100 and 50% of the total Pd coverage for single and bilayer clusters (Table 1), respectively.
AgO₅ surface, and five different configurations of these O atoms in the Pd bilayer model (Figure 1b) were examined by moving the O atoms from the AgO₅ layer into the Pd region of the conformal Pd bilayer. Relative energies demonstrate that having the six O on top of the Pd bilayer is 129 kJ mol⁻¹ O⁻¹ more stable than their original location within the surface Ag layer (as Ag₂O, Figure 1a without Pd, Figure 1b with a Pd bilayer). A similar thermodynamic driving force promotes O migration to the surface of the conformal Pd single-layer models, as shown in Figure S5 (Section S6). The energy per oxygen atom decreases in a nearly monotonic fashion as the oxygen atoms beneath the AgO₅ layer decreases in a nearly monotonic fashion as the oxygen atoms move further into the Pd region of the conformal Pd bilayer. Relative energies demonstrate that all six O atoms are in the Ag layer (Figure 4a) to 129 kJ mol⁻¹ O⁻¹ when half of the oxygen atoms are between the AgO₅ layer and the bottom Pd layer (3–3–0–0; Figure 4b) and decreases further to 63 kJ mol⁻¹ for the 0–3–0–3 configuration (Figure 4c). The 0–3–3–3–3 configuration was attempted, but it spontaneously changes to the 0–3–0–3–3 configuration during structural relaxation, demonstrating the instability of O atoms in the interstitial regions between two close-packed Pd layers. In contrast, the AgO₅ layer has a lower density of Ag atoms compared with the Pd, enabling the oxygen atoms to reside between the AgO₅ layer and the bottom Pd layer. This is also evident by the slightly higher energy of 0–0–3–3 relative to the 0–3–0–3 configuration (Figure 4d) before the significant decrease (71 kJ mol⁻¹ O⁻¹) upon moving the remaining three subsurface oxygen atoms to the surface of the Pd bilayer (Figure 4e).

Figure 4. (Left) DFT-predicted relative energies, normalized per O atom, for O configurations on the 4 × 4 bilayer Pd overlayer on the AgO₅ surface. (Right) Optimized structures shown for each O configuration (a–e). The image in (f) shows the arrangement of Ag atoms beneath the Pd bilayer after all oxygen atoms moved to the first Pd layer as shown in (e). Color code: O (red), Ag (gray), and Pd (dark cyan).

When all six oxygen atoms are on the surface, in the same positions that they reside in the surface of AgO₅, the relative energy (per oxygen atom) is 61 kJ mol⁻¹ O⁻¹ lower than that of the “0–0–3–3” structure and 118 kJ mol⁻¹ O⁻¹ lower than that of the “6–0–0–0” structure (where O resides in the AgO₅ layer). This demonstrates that a strong thermodynamic driving force stimulates the migration of O atoms to the Pd surface; however, it neglects the ability of the O atoms to rearrange in such a process. To determine the most stable configuration of six O atoms on the Pd surface, we examined a total of 434 unique configurations (out of a total of 1,626), with this sampling prioritizing structures with large average O–O distances. Figure S6 shows the relative energies of these unique configurations as a function of the average O–O distance; the energy decreased by ~160 kJ mol⁻¹ with increasing the average O–O distance from 3.84 to 5.86 Å. The energy also varies significantly at a given average O–O distance, showing a strong preference for fcc sites compared to hcp sites. For example, at an average O–O distance of ~5.86 Å, placing all six oxygen atoms on 3-fold fcc sites is 41 kJ mol⁻¹ more favorable than distributing the oxygen atoms evenly on both fcc and hcp sites. The most stable configuration of the “0–0–0–0–0–0” arrangement with an average O–O distance of 5.86 Å is shown in Figure 4e.

In addition to the five different O configurations shown in Figure 4, we tested two additional configurations, 0–1–0–5 and 0–0–1–5 to examine the effects of O–O repulsion on the Pd surface on O migration as shown in Figure S7 (Section S7; Supporting Information). The 0–1–0–5 configuration is 14 kJ mol⁻¹ O⁻¹ less favorable than the 0–0–0–0–0 configuration, while the difference between 0–0–1–5 and 0–0–0–0–0 is insignificant (~3 kJ mol⁻¹ O⁻¹) in favor to 0–0–1–5). This suggests that O may reside in subsurface positions to alleviate O–O repulsive interactions at high O coverages on the Pd surface. However, the slight preference of a single O atom to reside within the Pd bilayer could be artificially induced by the 5% expansion of the Pd(111) lattice present in this model as discussed in the Computational Methods section. Overall, DFT demonstrates that oxygen migration from the AgO₅ surface to a conformal Pd bilayer is thermodynamically favored by 129 kJ mol⁻¹ O⁻¹ (774 kJ mol⁻¹ total) and that the oxygen...
strongly prefers to reside on the surface of the Pd within spatially distributed fcc sites.

These large thermodynamic driving forces suggest that oxidation of the Pd domains and concurrent reduction of the AgO₆ located directly below the Pd is exothermic. XPS results, however, demonstrate that the oxygen coverages on Pd pass through a maximum as the Pd coverage increases (Figure 3), suggesting that Pd clusters reduce the AgO₆ surface directly beneath them and some of the surrounding AgO₆. For example, Pd clusters covering about 25% of the AgO₆ surface will reduce 50% of the AgO₆. Furthermore, conformal bilayers are only present at a total Pd coverage of ~2 ML (Figure 2); at lower Pd coverages, bilayer Pd clusters exist, which expose a significant amount of undercoordinated Pd edge and corner atoms that may stabilize O beyond the Pd(111) surfaces modeled in the conformal structure.

DFT predicts that oxygen atoms transferred from AgO₆ preferentially bind on the edges of bilayer Pd clusters and indeed suggests that a fractional coverage of Pd bilayer clusters can thermodynamically induce complete reduction of the AgO₆ layer. Oxygen transfer to bilayer Pd clusters was examined using a model of a Pd₄₆ bilayer cluster on a 2 × 1 super cell of the p(4 × 5√3) AgO₆ surface (Ag₆₄O₃₀ surface) (Figure 1c,d); this Pd₄₆ cluster covers 35% of the underlying AgO₆ surface. Multiple configurations of oxygen on the Pd₄₆ cluster were examined for several extents of O migration, that is, at different O/Pd₄₆ coverages, where Pd₄₆ is equal to the number of Pd atoms at the top surface and edges. Notably, oxygen coverages given in units of ML/ML-surfPd (such as Figure 3) are greater than the O/Pd₄₆ ratios shown here because the latter account for Pd atoms at both terrace and edge sites (Section S4; Table S2). The DFT-calculated energies decrease by 35 kJ mol⁻¹ O⁻¹ (normalized per total oxygen atom) as the seven oxygen atoms beneath the Pd cluster (Figure 5a) diffuse to the Pd surface (Figure 5b), representing a coverage of 0.21 O/Pd₄₆ (Figure 5). For an oxygen coverage of 0.21 O/Pd₄₆, DFT predicts that the bridging sites along the edges in the top layer of the Pd cluster (Figure 5b) are slightly more favorable for binding oxygen than the terrace hollow sites and much more favorable than the bridging sites on the edges of the bottom Pd layer (Figure S8; Supporting Information).

Moving oxygen atoms from uncovered areas of the AgO₆ layer to Pd continues to be thermodynamically favored up to an oxygen coverage of at least 0.88 O/Pd₄₆ (Figure 5, left), at which point, all 30 O atoms have migrated from the AgO₆ layer to the surface of the Pd (Figure 5e). Notably, the Ag atoms in the underlying AgO₆ layer spontaneously rearranged during structural optimization into a structure resembling close-packed Ag(111) and lose their original triangular-shaped Ag₆₆ and Ag₆₀ arrangements upon the migration of all oxygen atoms to Pd (Figure 5f compared to Figure S2, Supporting Information); this same rearrangement of Ag does not happen in the conformal bilayer model (Figure 4f). Bridging sites at the edges of the cluster remain more favorable for binding oxygen than terrace sites between 0.35 and 0.88 O/Pd₄₆ coverages (Figure 5b–d) until these sites become saturated and the remaining oxygen atoms move to terrace sites. Preferential binding on edge sites has also been reported for H and CO on similar Ir, Pt, and Ru nanoparticles³⁵,³⁶ and is expected to occur in many adsorbate/metal combinations because the greater degree of coordinative undersaturation at edge sites tends to strengthen the adsorbate–metal bonding.

The experimental data shows that O coverages on Pd fail to reach 0.9 O/Pd₄₆ and instead increase to a maximum of ~0.5 O/Pd₄₆ (S4, Table S2), suggesting that kinetic and/or spatial

![Figure 5](https://dx.doi.org/10.1021/acscatal.0c03885)
limitations prevent the complete migration of all O in the AgO domain to the Pd clusters at 300 K. The structure shown in Figure 5d has O preferentially decorating the edges of Pd and a coverage of 0.56 O/Pd$_{surf}$ close to the measured maximum; this O-covered structure may thus be representative of the small bilayer clusters investigated experimentally. These results, taken alongside the experimental data, suggest that O atoms in AgO directly beneath or nearby Pd clusters will migrate to corner and edge atoms of these small Pd clusters, resulting in reduction of the Ag surface and partial surface oxidation of the Pd clusters.

Preferential binding of oxygen on Pd edge sites is expected to cause the O coverage on Pd to increase with decreasing Pd coverage on AgO, in a manner that closely resembles the behavior observed experimentally (Figure 3). The origin for such behavior is that the actual number of surface Pd sites that project onto a unit area of the Ag(111) substrate increases markedly as the Pd cluster size is decreased because of the contribution of edge sites (S4; Table S1), and as Pd clusters grow, the fraction of Pd at edges decreases and becomes zero for conformal bilayers. The fraction of Pd edge sites can be approximated for clusters of varying size investigated experimentally, thus enabling a more direct comparison between the oxygen coverages on Pd determined from experiment and DFT. From STM data, the average diameters of the bilayer clusters are ~3 and 6 nm at total Pd coverages of 0.30 and 0.90 ML, respectively (Table 1). Assuming that these clusters have the same shape as that modeled using DFT, we estimate that 50% and 30% of the surface Pd atoms are located on the edges of the ~3 versus 6 nm clusters (S4; Table S1); the fraction of Pd edge atoms is about 1.7 times higher for the small versus large clusters in this case. Experimental estimates show that the oxygen coverage on Pd is also higher on the smaller of these clusters by a factor of ~1.7, which is approximately equal to the ratio of the Pd edge site fractions for these clusters. Thus, the oxygen coverage on Pd increases in proportion to the fraction of Pd edge sites for the cluster sizes considered here. Further, after accounting for Pd edge sites for the model cluster geometry (S4; Table S2), the oxygen coverages are estimated to be ~0.49 and 0.33 O/Pd$_{surf}$ on the 3 and 6 nm clusters, respectively, very close in value to the Pd edge site fractions. These quantitative comparisons support the idea that enhanced stabilization of oxygen on edge sites is partly responsible for the enhanced uptake of oxygen by Pd clusters of decreasing size on AgO.

**Examination of Pd Sites Using CO Adsorption and Infrared Spectroscopy.** Reflection absorption IR spectroscopy further demonstrates that the adsorbed oxygen is present on the surfaces of the Pd clusters on AgO and provides strong evidence of preferential oxygen binding to the edge sites of the clusters. IR spectra were acquired after adsorbing CO to saturation on Pd-covered AgO surfaces at 100 K. As shown below, high CO saturation coverages were generated on the Pd; the CO coverages decrease from ~0.75 to 0.5 CO/Pd$_{surf}$ as the Pd coverage is increased from 0.3 to 1.8 ML. The IR spectra obtained from CO-saturated surfaces exhibit two main C=O stretch bands; the band at 2057−2088 cm$^{-1}$ originates from CO adsorbed in an atop configuration on a Pd atom (CO−Pd species) and the band at 2104−2128 cm$^{-1}$ originates from an atop CO−Pd−O species in which the CO is bound to a Pd atom that is also bound to adsorbed O (Figure 6). DFT calculations performed here predict that the C=O stretch frequency for CO−Pd−O species is similarly blue-shifted relative to the CO−Pd species (Figure S9; Supporting Information). The band at 2160 cm$^{-1}$ is attributed to weakly bound CO on Ag sites, and the low intensity below 2000 cm$^{-1}$ for Pd coverages less than ~1 ML demonstrates that CO adsorbs negligibly on the bridge and hollow sites of the small Pd clusters; the emergence of the broad band centered at 1945 cm$^{-1}$ indicates that a fraction of the adsorbed CO binds on the bridge sites of the nearly completed Pd bilayer. The appearance of a C=O stretch band for the CO−Pd−O species indeed confirms that adsorbed oxygen is present on Pd prior to CO adsorption, while the appearance of the band for CO−Pd species demonstrates that a fraction of the adsorbed CO is unaffected by the coadsorbed oxygen. The simultaneous appearance of both C=O stretch bands thus suggests that the Pd clusters are initially covered by separate oxygen-rich and oxygen-depleted regions, consistent with heterogeneity in the oxygen adlayer resulting from preferential accumulation of oxygen on Pd edge sites.

The variation in the relative intensities of the CO−Pd and CO−Pd−O bands with increasing Pd coverage further supports the interpretation that oxygen binds preferentially on the edges of small Pd clusters, leaving the terraces depleted of oxygen. As seen in Figure 6, the relative intensity of the CO−Pd−O band (compared with the CO−Pd band) is quite small for Pd coverages below ~1 ML but increases sharply at higher Pd coverages. This trend is intriguing considering that the oxygen coverage on Pd is highest for the small bilayer Pd clusters and decreases with increasing Pd coverage (Figure 3). Preferential binding of oxygen on the Pd edge sites and a shift of oxygen to the terrace sites as the Pd domain size is increased can account for the variation in the CO−Pd−O band intensity. Assuming that oxygen binds selectively on the edges of the smallest Pd clusters, nearly all of the CO−Pd−O species would be located on edge sites while the CO−Pd species would mainly be present on the terraces. In this case, any CO adsorbes associated with oxygen (CO−Pd−O) would tend to tilt significantly away from the surface normal, and IR absorption by these CO molecules would be weak compared with the more upright standing CO adsorbed on the O-depleted terraces due to the surface selection rule. As a result,
Figure 7. Temperature-programmed reaction of CO on (a) pure AgO/(Ag(111)) and (b) Pd-covered AgO/(Ag(111)) illustrates the change in kinetics and product distribution when Pd is present. The Pd-covered surface was prepared by depositing 0.30 ML of Pd at 300 K and each surface was exposed to CO at 100 K until reaching CO saturation.

the intensity of the CO–Pd–O band relative to the CO–Pd band would be low even when the majority of the adsorbed CO is bound as CO–Pd–O. The preference of O to bind to the edges of Pd particles at <1.8 ML is also demonstrated by the absence of CO absorption bands below 2000 cm−1, indicating an absence of bridge-bound CO, as these sites are blocked by O. Clearly, O atoms shift toward terrace sites as the Pd clusters develop into a contiguous layer and eliminate edge sites. As a result, O and CO are forced to interact on the resulting surface, leading to an increasing fraction of the CO–Pd–O species on the terraces. This also corresponds to an appearance of bridge-bound CO (band near 1950 cm−1), which are likely present to reduce coadsorbate repulsions at these relatively high adsorbate coverages. The variation of the CO–Pd–O and CO–Pd intensities with increasing Pd coverage provides compelling evidence that oxygen preferentially binds on the edges of Pd clusters during oxygen transfer from the AgOx surface.

Surface Reactivity toward CO. A pristine AgOx layer shows very little reactivity with CO adsorbed at 100 K. Heating the surface to 800 K reveals about 0.01 ML production of CO2 near 425 K and the desorption of approximately 92% of the oxygen originally associated with the AgOx layer (Figure 7a). The O2 TPD yield is only slightly less than that obtained from the pure AgOx single layer without adsorbed CO (Supporting Information, Figure S1).16,45,46 The desorption of CO at 115 K is indicative of weakly bound CO to Ag, apparently originating mainly from the edges of the sample (Supporting Information). These results are consistent with previous work showing that the p(4 × 4)–AgOx structure on Ag(111) is reduced by CO in an autocatalytic mechanism in which CO adsorbs on clean silver and reacts at the interfacial boundaries between the surface oxide and the clean Ag, that is, the oxide itself is unreactive. Overall, the pure AgOx single layer exhibits negligible CO oxidation activity for the conditions studied here.

In contrast, the AgOx surface covered with 0.30 ML of Pd reacts readily with CO, evolving 0.14 ML of CO2 in a broad band between 100 and 500 K after adsorption of CO at 100 K (Figure 7b). After scaling the CO2 yield by the Pd surface coverage (0.18 ML-surfPd, Table 1), the amount of oxygen consumed by CO oxidation is estimated to be 0.74 ML/ML-surfPd. This value is nearly identical to the amount of oxygen that transferred to Pd after depositing a comparable amount of Pd onto AgOx (Figure 3), demonstrating that CO oxidation is highly effective on these small Pd clusters and that only the oxygen that was initially associated with the Pd reacts with CO during TPRS. Unreacted CO is also evolved from the surface near 300 and 395 K, consistent with stronger binding of CO on Pd compared with AgOx. Based on the CO and CO2 desorption yields, the initial CO coverage is about 3.5 times higher on the Pd-decorated versus pure AgOx surface (0.28 vs 0.08 ML), indicating that the Pd enhances CO adsorption at 100 K. Only about 57% of the oxygen initially associated with the AgOx layer desorbs as O2 from the 0.3 ML Pd/AgOx surface. The decrease in the amount of O2 evolved (Figure 7a,b) is commensurate with the increased amount of CO2 formed. The O2 and CO2 yields with and without Pd demonstrate clearly that CO consumes a significant fraction of the oxygen originally associated with the AgOx phase prior to Pd deposition.

The enhanced CO oxidation activity of Pd-covered versus pure AgOx is attributed to the large fraction of Pd on the surface that oxidizes due to oxygen transfer from the AgOx layer. The O2 TPD peak is also centered at a higher temperature (625 vs 570 K) on the 0.3 ML Pd-covered versus clean AgOx surface, indicating that Pd stabilizes O atoms from the AgOx phase. This finding is consistent with the stronger bonding of oxygen with Pd versus Ag that provides a thermodynamic driving force for the auto-oxidation of Pd by the AgOx phase. A key finding is that CO oxidation occurs efficiently on Pd-covered AgOx/Ag(111), even though the AgOx phase is the only oxidant source.

The production of CO2 at temperatures as low as 100 K further supports the conclusion that the oxygen transferred from AgOx resides on the surfaces of the Pd clusters and that the combined coverage of adsorbed O and CO on Pd is high (≥0.5 ML) after exposure to CO. Prior studies report that
CO oxidation on oxygen-covered Pd surfaces occurs in three regions of temperature and coverage; reaction at combined CO and O coverages greater than 0.5 ML produces CO$_2$ between about 100 and 300 K, reaction at lower CO + O coverages produces CO$_2$ near 360 K, and reaction between isolated CO and O produces CO$_2$ near 420 K. Analogous to the behavior reported for single-crystal Pd surfaces, the evolution of CO$_2$ from the Pd-covered AgO$_x$/Ag(111) surfaces also occurs approximately in three distinct temperature regimes (Figures 7b and S11a), with a significant amount of CO$_2$ produced below 300 K. The fact that CO$_2$ is produced on the Pd−AgO$_x$/Ag(111) surfaces at temperatures just above 100 K strongly suggests that O atoms are initially present on the Pd surfaces and thus available to react with adsorbed CO at low temperature.

**Effect of Pd Coverage on CO Adsorption and Oxidation.** The CO coverage resulting from saturation exposure to CO at 100 K increases with increasing Pd coverage on AgO$_x$ until reaching a steady value of 0.72 ML on the surface fully covered by Pd (Figure 8a), in good agreement with the saturation coverage of CO on clean Pd(111) at 100 K. The fact that the CO coverage at 2 ML Pd coverage is lower is attributed to site blocking by O atoms that migrated from the AgO$_x$ layer to the surface of the Pd bilayer. The fact that the CO coverage increases in proportion to the fractional area of the surface covered by Pd (Table 1) is consistent with CO adsorbing at 100 K only on the Pd domains. The yield of CO$_2$ produced initially increases with Pd coverage and reaches a maximum as the Pd bilayer is nearly completed, the maximum CO$_2$ yield being approximately equal to the initial oxygen coverage (∼0.38 ML) in the AgO$_x$ layer. Concurrently, the yield of unreacted O$_2$ decreases to a negligible value (Figure 8a). These results show that nearly all of the oxygen atoms (>97%) from the AgO$_x$ layer are consumed by CO oxidation when the Pd bilayer nearly completely covers the surface (2 ML Pd) and thus reveal that oxygen atoms from the buried Pd layer to the surface of the Pd bilayer. The fact that the CO coverage increases in proportion to the fractional area of the surface covered by Pd (Table 1) is consistent with CO adsorbing at 100 K only on the Pd domains. The yield of CO$_2$ produced initially increases with Pd coverage and reaches a maximum as the Pd bilayer is nearly completed, the maximum CO$_2$ yield being approximately equal to the initial oxygen coverage (∼0.38 ML) in the AgO$_x$ layer. Concurrently, the yield of unreacted O$_2$ decreases to a negligible value (Figure 8a). These results show that nearly all of the oxygen atoms (>97%) from the AgO$_x$ layer are consumed by CO oxidation when the Pd bilayer nearly completely covers the surface (2 ML Pd) and thus reveal that oxygen atoms from the buried Pd−AgO$_x$ interface efficiently migrate through the Pd bilayer and react with CO adsorbed at the Pd surface. The CO IR spectra indicate that prior to CO adsorption, the oxygen migrates to the surface of the Pd bilayer during Pd deposition onto AgO$_x$ at 300 K, which is consistent with the minimum energy structures predicted by DFT (Figures 4 and 5).

After Pd bilayer formation, however, the CO$_2$ yield decreases and becomes negligible at a Pd coverage near 4 ML, while the yield of desorbed O$_2$ continues to remain close to zero (Figure 8a). These observations indicate that O atoms originally associated with the AgO$_x$ phase become increasingly unable to react with adsorbed CO or recombintively desorb from the surface as the Pd layer thickens beyond 2 ML. Such behavior suggests that the oxygen remains trapped in the subsurface region as the temperature is increased to 800 K during TPRD. In support of this interpretation, surface IR spectra obtained after adsorbing CO at 100 K show that the surface oxygen coverage becomes negligible as the Pd coverage is increased to about 4.4 ML. As may be seen in Figure S10, bands from bridge-bound CO on metallic Pd intensify as the Pd coverage is increased above 2 ML and the CO−Pd−O band near 2140 cm$^{-1}$ is absent in the spectrum obtained at a Pd coverage of ∼4.4 ML, the spectrum closely resembling that obtained from pure Pd(111) after saturation with CO at 100 K. The lack of O$_2$ desorption is also consistent with prior studies, which show that temperatures above about 900 K are required to observe appreciable desorption of oxygen from the subsurface of Pd(111) during TPD.$^{49,50}$ A key finding is that oxygen migration to the surface of Pd domains is a highly facile process by which the AgO$_x$ phase supplies O atoms to Pd, provided that the Pd domains are sufficiently thin (∼≤2 ML).

The oxygen consumed by CO oxidation clearly exceeds the amount of oxygen covered by the Pd bilayer domains for Pd coverages between 0.3 and 1.8 ML (Figure 8b) and exhibits a similar dependence on the Pd coverage as observed for the consumed oxygen transferred to the Pd prior to CO adsorption (Figure 3). An approximate comparison suggests that the oxygen consumed by CO oxidation is close to the...
initial oxygen coverage on the Pd; a comparison at each Pd coverage is not possible because of the differences in the Pd coverages examined with XPS versus CO TPRS. This result shows that CO oxidation is highly effective in removing oxygen from the Pd clusters but suggests that additional oxygen transfer from the AgO layer contributes negligibly to the oxidation of CO adsorbed at 100 K. An implication is that residual oxygen on the AgO surface is far removed from the Pd clusters and unable to diffuse rapidly enough to the Pd to react with CO on the timescale of the TPRS measurement. The larger quantities of CO$_2$ produced on small bilayer Pd clusters are clearly attributable to the higher initial coverages of oxygen on these clusters, which result from preferential binding of oxygen on edge sites of the Pd clusters and facile oxygen transfer from the AgO$_x$ surface. Overall, the Pd–AgO$_x$/ Ag(111) surfaces are highly active in CO oxidation because the AgO$_x$ phase efficiently supplies oxygen to the Pd.

The ability of the small Pd bilayer clusters to accommodate large quantities of adsorbed CO also contributes to the enhanced production of CO$_2$ at low Pd coverages. The CO coverage and the amount of O consumed per ML of surface Pd track one another as the Pd coverage increases to 2 ML (Figure 8b), the CO coverage on small bilayer clusters increasing to greater than 1 ML/ML-surfPd when the amount of O consumed reaches a maximum. Prior studies show that supported metal nanoparticles can accommodate large CO coverages because the finite terrace widths allow the CO molecules to tilt away from one another, which greatly reduces oxygen–oxygen and dipole–dipole repulsions. Preferential binding on edge sites can also enhance the CO coverage on metal nanoparticles of decreasing size. Accounting for Pd edge atoms, CO coverages at 100 K are estimated to be on metal nanoparticles of decreasing size. Accounting for Pd edge atoms, CO coverages at 100 K are estimated to be on metal nanoparticles of decreasing size. Accounting for Pd edge atoms, CO coverages at 100 K are estimated to be.

The results of this study establish that coexisting Pd and AgO$_x$ phases act cooperatively via a mechanism in which the AgO$_x$ layer supplies O atoms to Pd domains and the O atoms oxidize CO adsorbed on the Pd. Oxygen migration from AgO$_x$ to the Pd surface occurs facilely by two processes, namely, oxygen transfer to Pd at the buried Pd–AgO$_x$ interface and diffusion of O atoms across the AgO$_x$ surface to the Pd domains. Smaller bilayer clusters of Pd effect a higher efficiency of oxygen transfer from the AgO$_x$ surface, as they can optimally incorporate interfacial oxygen as well as oxygen from the surrounding AgO$_x$. Enhanced stabilization of the oxygen causes the edges of Pd clusters to become enriched in oxygen and further promotes oxygen transfer to clusters of decreasing size. The oxygen coverage per Pd atom increases significantly as the Pd cluster size is decreased, reaching values that exceed the oxygen concentration in the AgO$_x$ layer by as much as a factor 2. The preference for the transferred oxygen to bind on the edges of the Pd clusters was confirmed using several complementary methods, including quantitative analysis of XPS spectra, surface IR spectroscopy of adsorbed CO and DFT calculations of a Pd cluster supported on a AgO$_x$ single layer, as well as quantitative estimates of the Pd morphology obtained from previously reported STM measurements. Quantification of the reactivity of adsorbed CO with the oxidized surface confirms that these oxygen transfer mechanisms are operative and demonstrates that the partially oxidized Pd bilayer domains are highly reactive toward CO. Nearly all of the oxygen atoms on AgO$_x$ that associate with Pd during its deposition at 300 K are consumed by reaction with CO subsequently adsorbed onto the Pd at 100 K. The results of this study demonstrate that the higher oxophilicity of Pd versus Ag induces efficient oxygen transfer from AgO$_x$ to Pd that renders the Pd highly active toward the oxidation of CO. Enhanced oxygen transfer to small Pd clusters and their subsequent higher CO oxidation activity further reveal that undercoordinated edge sites of the Pd clusters have higher oxygen concentrations and thus result in higher CO oxidation rates near the Pd and AgO$_x$ interface. These findings clarify oxygen-exchange processes that may be broadly applicable in applications of oxidation chemistry promoted by bimetallic catalysts.
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